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500,000 Mile Voyage Ends
Yards From Recovery Ship

Court Rules
In Favor Of
Suit Motion

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

slashed into earth's atmosphere
at an estimated 24,530 miles
ABOARD THE USS YORK- per hour and flashed across the
Circuit Judge James M. LasTOWN (UPI) — America's a- night sky above the eastern PaJules Verne was one of the
siter this morning signed an ormazing Apollo 8 moon pioneers cific leaving a trail of fiery
earliest science-fiction writers
der permitting a suit to be filblazed like "a real fireball" to gases in its wake.
and practically every contraped by John Youngerman, Al
safe, bull's-eye splashdown in
a
beThe return was some 7,000
has
up
dreamed
tion that he
Youngerman and Marshall Gormid-Pacific today in a flaw- mph faster than previous earth
the
'some a reality.
the
that
Calloway
don asking
less climax to man's greatest orbital re-entries, and superFiscal Court be directed to readventure — their six-day voy- heated air boiled off the ship's
Reading an AP report on the siapportion Calloway County Inage to the moon and back.
heat shield at an estimated 4,milarities of the current moon
to more equal magisterial disFrank Borman, James Lovell 740 degrees.
flight and his- "From Earth to
tricts.
and William Anders streaking
The astronauts' return was
the Moon".
This morning a hearing was
flawlessly across the 230,000 marked by the calm, businessa
a
on
ruling
held asking for
mile wide sea of space between like behavior displayed ever
Jules Verne had three men in
motion to file the suit.
the moon and the "good earth," since Apollo 8 blasted from
Pfc David W. Watson
his projectile, there are three
The complaint had been tenplowed into the atmosphere at Cape Kennedy last Saturday on
in Apollo 8. Verne launched his
dered in Calloway Circuit Court
nearly 25,000 yards away from a mighty Saturn 5 rocket.
from a site about 100 miles
awaiting the outcome of the
prime recovery ship.
this
The crew was chipper, conDecemand
from Cape Kennedy
hearing this morning.
"The crew condition is OK," fident and relaxed. When a
ber I was the date of his fictitas
distant,
miles
.
by
151.000
local
three
The suit, filed
was the first word from a re- rescue helicopter hovering over
THAT STREAK suirounded by three star, is the Apollo 8 some
ious flight with the splashdown
citizens, alleges that Calloway
seen via a 61-inch reflector telescope at the U.S. Naval Observatory in Flagstaff, Ariz.
covery crew at the dark, pre- the spacecraft asked Borman,
on December 11 in the Pacific.
US. ARMY, KOREA (AliT- County is now divided into undawn scene shortly after the "What the moon is made out
The astronomer team of J. Wray. H Able, .1 Christy and R l Walker made the photo.
Apollo 9 was launched DecemPrivate First Class equal districts and the plaintiffs
Army
—
still-smoking Apollo 8 command of" he responded:
NC)
Deon
splashdown
with
22
ber
20, son of "now and have been for many
Watson,
was eased into the rollW.
David
capsule
"It's not made out of green
cember 27.
ing sea by three orange and cheese at all It's made out of
Mr. and Mrs Gene E Watson, years denied the right to equal
on."
Grove, Ky., was assigned suffrage and representati
white parachutes.
American cheese."
Verne estimated his capsule Lynn
The suit further states that
5 to the 2nd Infantry
Hello there, Houston, how
The astronauts rolled up a
would travel about 25,000 mph December
Korea, as a medic. one magisterial district has
occurred you doing?" Lovell said when staggering list of "firsts" for
accident
car
one
A
initially. Apollo 8 took off at Division in
center established both space and mankind—first
(U.S. Army Photo) over half the population of the
last night at 7:30 o'clock on the space
24.200 mph.
county "yet it receives only
the astronauts, men to leave earth's gravitatwith
contact
to
according
641,
US. Highway
one-seventh of the benefits, finrolling seas.
the
on
floating
the
ional field, first men to orbit
by
filed
on
One of Verne's characters
question of street lights the wreck report
ances, and other advantages."
The Murray City Council met The
"This is something for all the moon, fastest and farthest
. No
Department
Police
discussMurray
board the moon flight was Anwas
Manor
Bagwell
in
The complaint asks that pri- last night in a short meeting,
mankind," said Dr. Thomas 0. from earth men have ever trareported.
dan. One of the Apollo's crew
ority be given to a hearing on -the last one of the current year..ed. It was noted that the city. injuries were
Paine, acting director of the veled.
Main,
West
1505
Hull,
this
is William Anders.
in
Don
obligation
same
Only routine business of the has the
JACK. JN, Tenn. rUin — Two the suit "because of its importApollo 8 began its historic
door own- U.S. Space Agency, at the Housance and give it priority so city was conducted last night. subdivision as it has elsewhere. driving a Dodge four
Man has return to earth at 10737 a.m.
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Mayor Holmes Ellis read a
South when he started his drive out into the EST and splashdown came 14
k sule as cast iron lined with burning a small American
entered so as not to be in con- letter from Dr. Thomas Hogan- of another type (such as under- south on 641
minutes later.
they can pay skidded on the wet pavement, universe."
aluminum. 12 feet high and in the Lambuth College Student flict with the May 1969 priwiring)
ground
camp in which Dr. Hogancamp
Centere last month were bound
The six-ton Apollo cabin
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IChristmag
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these
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load of pipe for the Murray(
David Lipscomb College. Nash- Pacific — some 550 miles from
for Everett John Casper, Sr., of accused on state charges
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ville, Tenn , will be the speak- Christmas Island It was the
Friand
A New Concord will be held in
United reme Court decision which sup- der was General Pipe and Sup- round next Thursday
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Supply,
Henry A. Petter
Funeral Home of Murray where
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Cleaver is the son of Mr. and water.
Mrs. Judge (Bessie) Denharn and $44 65; Noland Company, lest amount of difficulty.
it was taken by airplane to ing.
Because the astronauts were
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Mildred Casper of New Con• his doubt the act was done as daughters, Mrs. Lubie Fuqua aries were also approved which Baptist Church with Rev. Ira
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Phillips officiating.
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stepson, Gerald Boyd; two
by letter, effective January 1. Home.
Home was in charge of the lo- The twisted, half-naked body of Christmas Eve, was found froand nephews, Mrs. Ottis Valen▪ ters, Mrs. Henry Hinkle, and
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Gammons died Monday at the cal arrangements.
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Powers, zen to the ground in a snowRoger Joseph and Jerry Jo- tine, Mrs. John Hopper, Mrs. the council as a new policeman
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A four way stop at MeadowFuneral services for Miss AlRobert Anthony Williams. 24
a traffic collision at Mayfield at Nashville, Tenn., will be the by United Press Internatiersal lane and Story will be studied. ta Davis were held today at
an escaped mental patient with
The state bird of Oklahoma is
A street light will be placed one p. m. at the new chapel of
on Monday, according to the speaker at the Mt. Olive Church
a record of sex offenses, turnon Cardinal.
report in the Mayfield paper. ,of Christ on Sunday at 11 a.m. the scissortailed flycatcher.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITZD FBW INTEANATIONAL
SEA.BROOK, Texas — Valerie Anders, wife of Apollo
8 astronaut Willisum A. Anders, describing her household
routine:
"I'm listening to the 'squawk
x,' watching them
on television and cleaning up this
ess."
SAN DIEGO. Calif. — Adm. Thomas K Moorer, chief
of naval operations, revealing that the Navy had analyzed North Korea's evidence against the crewmen of the
USS Pueblo as fake:
"So long as the crew was held captive, we could not
make this analysis public without risking grave harm
to the men and jeopardizing negotiations for their
release."
JERUSALEM. Israel — Israeli Transport Minister
Moshe Carmel, commenting on the attack by two Arab
terrorists on an Israeli airliner in Athens:
-We will not tolerate a situation wherein Israeli
people or objectives will be at the mercy of attacks by
terrorists without exposing Arab objective:, to similar
hazards, compelling the Arabs to assume full responsibility for their deeds."
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Slow Motion Divorce

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Who is mere man to doubt G:od's wisdom, power,
judgments, or love?

Ten Years Ago Today
LJEDGEM & TIMES FDA
Ness Gerlinde Megow, daughter of Professor and
Mrs Gerhart Megow of Murray, is attending high school
In Stuttgart, Germany, and stays with relatives there.
Her father is an instructor at Murray State College.
Prof. and Mrs. L. R. Putnam are spending the holidays in Murray Mr. Putnam is teaching in the Dana
School of Music of Youngstown University, Youngstown, spouse has postponed action for an
excessive period of time.
Ohio.
reason, mentioned above, is
Mr. and Mrs. Max Carlisle and children, Candy, Russ, One
the problem of evidence—of dredgand Maxine, of St Louis, Mo , are spending the holidays ing facts out of a distant past.
-with her parents, Mr. and Mrs Lester Farmer.
Another reason is the feeling that
Lt and Mrs. Rupert Stivers of Fort Leonard Wood, a gne‘ance. if acted upon so slowly,
could not have been too serious in
Mo., visited friends in Murray this week.

TD118 FILM

_____

the first place.
Thus a woman failed to convince
the court that two blows by her
husband. inflicted 40 years before,
had ruined her marriage.
-There must be some limit to
judicial credulity," said the judge.
-We think it has been reached

Mrs. Jessie (Una) Paschall, age 66, and Miss Ermna
Nevertheless, there may well be
'Jo Overcast, age 81, are the deaths reported today.
a legitimate reason for delay. For
Ray Sinclair, Waylon Rayburn, Otto Swann, Burman example. a man who put off a
Parker, W B. Moser, Galen Thurman, Jr., Hugo Wilson, divorce suit for a number of years,
after learning of his wife's infidelA Willoughby, Pete Gregory, Roy Chandler, W. 0. Spen- ity. gave an
excuse that satisfied the
cer,'-Wilmot Cothran, and Loyd McKeel are new officers court: he wanted to spare his young
of Murray Woodman Camp 592.
children from scandal as long as
Mr. and Mrs Holland Jones and daughters. Annie he could.
In another case a husband was
and Bobbie, entertained the young people's class and
held justified in waiting gallantly,
their teacher, Rudolph Key, of the North Fork Baptist before suing for divorce, while
his
Church at their home.
Wife recovered from a severe illShelton
Rev. T. G.
has accepted the pastorate of Big ness.
Rock and Blooming Grove churches, Big Rock, Tenn., Perhaps the best reason for delay
and will move to the pastor's home at Big Rock January is that the wronged spouse continues to have hope that the marfirst.

SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers

Buried for 80 hours in a
Barbara Jane Mackie is
kidnapers
her
by
box
wooden
millionaire land developer Robert
accc mpanted by her father,
hospital room
Mackie and her brother as she leaves the
conference. She was freedbriefly in Miami. Fla . for a news
after her father paid a $500,000 ransom

Vegetables are the chief farm
products of Santa Barbara
County. Calif valued at more
than $23 million
• • •
The friendly Chumash Indians were the original inhabitante of Ventura County in
PresiU.N. AMBASSADOR
Southern California
dent-elect Nixon's appointee
• • •
Since 1962. the number of as U.S. ambassador to the
deer killed on Nebraska high- United Nations is Charles
has been double the num- Woodruff Yost above l. He
ber taken by archery deer
Is a career diplomat.
hunters

"
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Rams(
Over"

by United Press IMerriational
Today is Friday, Dec. 27, the
Mind day of 1968 with 4 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full stage.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening Mars are Saturn.
and Venus.
On this day in history:
In 1932, the largest indoor
theater at the time opened in
New York City — Radio City
Music Hall.
In 1941, the Japanese bombed the neutral city of Manila.
In 1945, the United States,
Russia and Britain announced
they would govern Korea as I
Joint trustees for 5 years, then
grant independence.
In 1983, the Commerce Department authorized the sale of
surplus wheat to Russia.
A thought for the day —
Plutarch said: "The whole life
of men is but a point of time:
let us enjoy it, therefore, while
it lasts, and not spend it to no
purpose."
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And away wei gal Theis* auto driving students learn lessens in mobile classroom.
By JAMES NEVIN MILLER
feature, a quick-change mechan•
Central Press Assoctiattoa Correspoadesit
Ism, converts the car from autoLEXINGTON, Mass.- A revolutionary kind of auto-driving matic shift to manual shift,
Dramatic Role
system, designed to help a single teacher train a roomfull of 16 complete with clutch.
to 32 students at one time, either in a trailer or in an inside
For
Barbra
Among the novel operating inclassroom, is being tested nationwide with the purpose of trainHOLLYWOOD I UPI)—Barstruments on the dashboard
her
ing embryo drivers realistically, quickly and without risk.
panel is a fuel gauge that causes bra Streisand will play
Developed here, the system is already being used for training
the car to stall and stop if the first straight dramatic role in
student drivers in 600 high schools and colleges in 38 states.
Owl and the Pussycat"
student allows it to register "The
The system features a simulated car whose only wheel is the
"empty" before he "fills the for producer Ray Stark at Costeering wheel, equipped with the same instruments and controls
lumbia Pictures.
tank" with a special button.
found on real cars. Under the hood is an electronic "engine" with
Sixteen
films
and
accompanyintegrated circuits connected to a computer.
'Film-Flom' on TV
Under the new system a group of 16 or 32 of the simulated ing teacher's guides have been
HOLLYwOOD (UPI) — The
prepared
for
use
with
the
new
cars is assembled in a trailer
successful movie comedy, —The
system.
The
films
contain
or classroom with a wide screen each car and matches the acFlim-Flam Man." will be made
set up in the front of the room. tion against a standard in the carefully programmed series of into a television series by 20th
situations

When the students have taken
their seats in their cars, fastened their seat belts, and
turned the keys to start their
"engines," a film is projected
onto the screen.
Filmed through the windshield of a specially equipped
camera car, the motion picture

computer. When an error is
committed, the computer signals
the student. The computer's advice appears on a lighted guidance panel just above the dashboard. Thirteen messages can
be shown, including such reminders
"steer left", "signal

as:

selected and filmed to
Century -Fox
develop Judgment and build
proper driving attitude on the
Guest Role
part of student drivers.
HOLLYWOOD
• • •

such

training simulators, the "stop",

essary. In addition the computer

NEW YORK I
kw of the Los
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Diego Rockets
Chamberlain in
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announced Web
tional Baaketabl
The eight pit
to be added nes
coaches, will p.
AllStars In thi
6/1-Star game,
Jaitimore Civic
Baylor, who id
points a game,
animous choice
at the forward
Kojis of San
Hudson of Atla
Hayes was the
center, follow,"
Min of the Lak
of the Laken,
'ire' *We and Jar
cago were chow
poeitione

rm

dayDon't
guest
"The

tions in complete safety. They

• • •
enable students to "drive" in
IN THE REAR of the room rain, fog, or snow when such
the teacher's console enables him
to follow the individual responses of up to 32 students in the
classroom to determine where
special instructions may be nec-

NBA SELE
ALL ST)

(UPI)—Tom

Kennedy. emcee of the
ADVANCED films prepare time game show "You
the student for handling emer- Say," will appear in a
gency crises and for driving in
role on an episode of

left", "straighten whee I s", bad weather. The films provide Ghost and Mrs. Muir"
shows the road ahead from the "change gears", "brake less", opportunities to experience these
driver's position, and new to "speed up", -slow down" and extreme and dangerous situa-

The annual period for en- movie even shows the view in
rollment in the Medical Insur- the rear and side view mirrors.
ance part of Medicare will be
The student "drives" in reJanuary through March 1969. sponse to the changing road
Yedicare eligibles who are conditions and the traffic on the
currently enrolled for Medical streets and highways seen in
Insuranee need to take no act- the wide screen color film.
• • •
ion — their protection continuIN ADDITION to a sound
es and their premium rate 's
urrhanged. As of July 1968, track of the actual street and
96 4 per cent of the eligibles highway sounds accompanying
in Calloway County had cover- the action shown, the film carries an inaudible
age under the Medical Insur- signal that indexes binary code
all the propance Plan while nationwide $2 er driving responses matching
per cent were enrolled
the actions of the film.
Any eligible person who is
Should a student vary from
not now enrolled may do so good driving procedures the
during the January through computer immediately tells him
March period, and for over 75 what action he should be taking
per cent of those not enrolled In addition, the computer scores
the 1969 period is their last the student's performance for
chance to enr311. The "last the instructors.
chance" eligibles are unenroll- The com puter constantly
ed eligibles who became age scans the electronic memory of
65 before October 1966, and
who have had three previous
epportunities to enroll.
The SSA Baltimore headquarters will mail some 635,000
cards and information directly
to all eligibles (nationwide)
known to have previously refused to enroll or who enroiled
but later terminated their coverage Those receiving these
cards are asked to complete
the "yes" or "no" block, sign,
and return the card directly to
Baltimore.
Local SSA offices will be contacting others who failed to respond to last year's contacts or
are known to have tried to enroll outside the prescribed period for enrollment.
Coverage for those enrolling
in this 1969 period will be effective July 1st, and the first
premium is not due until then.
Any unenrolled Medicare eligible who is undecided and
wants more information as to
the protection the Medical Insurance plan provides, is invited to contact his Social Security
Office.
The Padueah District Social
Security Office is located at
112 South Tenth Street, Paducah, and except for national
holidays, is open 8:43 am to
5:00 p.m., weekdays, and until
7:00 p.m. on Thursdays.

riage may yet be preserved.
Thus, a court found no fault
with a man who waited seven years
—in recurring hope of a reconciliation—before finally:.seeking a
divorce on grounds...sf marital
cruelty. The court felt it would be
unfair to blame him for wanting
what the law itself encourages: the
saving of the marriage.
An American Bar Assoebetifill pubSc service feature by Will Bernard.
f; 1968 American Bar Associatior

KIDNAPED GIRL MEETS NEWSMEN

'Auto Driving Teaching Goes "Wholesale"
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Not long ago a man filed suit
for 'divorce on the ground that his
wife had committed adultery-20
years earlier But his case was dismissed because of too much procrastination. The court, noting the
difficulties of finding out what
really happened that long ago,
commented:
-A husband cannot wait to make
his charges until the years dim the
proofs to the contrary."
Like most lawsuits, a divorce
suit too long delayed may be
barred automatically by a state's
statute of limitations. But even if
Where west thou when I laid the foundations of the there is no automatic bar, courts
are usually skeptical of divorce
earth' —Job 38:4.
7s in which the complaining
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, WASHINGTON — Rep. Morris K. Udall, D.-Ariz., announcing to his fellow congressmen that he was challenging Sen. John W. McCormack for the speakershlp
of the House:
"I would welcome your suggestions, advice, criticisms, or expressions of support It's lonely out here in
orbit, say something."

20 Years Ago Today

spHou,_

WLAC— %
Chaneel i

MUSK•Y, KENTUCKY

I TIMES

conditions may not present
themselves locally.
Simulators are rapidly increasing in acceptance as a prerequisite to behind - the - wheel
driver training. About one in 13
schools now offering driver
training courses already use
simulators and their use is
climbing rapidly.
According to the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety,

collects immediate reports of
the actions, both right and
wrong, of the students and
prints them through the proces.or for grading and evaluation.
As many as 16 of the Drivotrainer cars can be packed neat- the use or simulators in driver

in special trailers which education has grown five times
serve as mobile clas.srooms. One as fast as driver education as a

HRIST1AN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St
Murray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 am. and
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.
— ALL WELCOME —
Bible Speaks to You
The1
Station WNBS • 1340 KC
Suaday at 8:15 a.m.

‘‘,

North
Meet T

ty

big advantage of the new cars whole in recent years. Simulais that they take up 25 per cent tion, which can be substituted
less floor space than former for up to one half of on-thesimulators.
road time in 48 states, permits

I-OR CORRECT

The new system includes a schools to offer more opportunispecially-geared steering system ties for training more students

designed to give the steering WI t hou t increasing teaching
wheel an authentic feel Another staff or automobiles.
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MARK EVERY GRAVE

Since 1586
INDICTED Carmine de Sapio
(above), former Tammany
Hall boss in New York, is
under indictment in a bribery conspiracy involving extorting contracts from Consolidated Edison.

Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter Whits • Manager
Ill Maple St.
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SENATOR, 66, MARRIES GIRL 22 Sen. Strom Thurmond, robust, 66-year-old health addict, and Nancy Janice Moore, 22year-old former "Miss South Carolina." leave a Presbyterian
Church in Aiken. S.C.. following their wedding. They met
when Nancy was hired as a summer interne on Thurmond's
staff in 1966. She is a physical fitness enthusiast.

'
.he Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline" tress

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Aerate from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-0131
Max MeCuiston • We Of,. Treasure Cheat Malaga

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273
Murray, Ky,
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

is a Good
Place to do Business
Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service,
That means you need only look to PCA for all
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—RCA can provide you with the credit tools
to do the fob best—whatever it is.
In addition, you have the advantage of consLitation
With specialists in both credit and farming
Who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest tests lowl This is one big reason
why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DG BUSINESS!

Keys Keel
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
905 N 4th

Ph 753-5602
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Rams Owner Fires Coach
Over "Personality Clash"
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Blue-Gray Morehead & Tennessee Tech
Play In Tourneys Tonight
Set For
Saturday

TIMES
By United Press International Point in the second game.
LOS ANGELES UPI - George Lame as a surprise Christmas
Kentucky State travels north
plan, a winning football coach, present. After the record we had,
Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor
Morehead and Tennessee Tech to the Platteville, WLs., Tourare Saturn•
114 without a lob today because of I don't understand it."
flex the Ohio Valley Conference's nament, where the Thorebreds
a "personality clash" with volReeves almost apologetically
By RANDOLPH PENDLETON
basketball muscles tonight in engage Ripon in the first game
dory:
ownatile Dan Reeves, principal
announced the firing through the
of opening action. Platevllle hoseat indoor
er of the Los Angeles Rams. club's publicity staff and called
MONTGOMERY, Ala. UPI - tournament action, and three oththe ts Nebraska Wesleyan in the
opened :n
Allen, head man of the Rams Allen "a great coach and a fine
Two quarterbacks who passed er Kentucky colleges also hit
nightcap.
Radio City
for three successful seasons, family man."
for more than 3,000 yards this tourney trail out of state.
Murray will be idle until Jan.
Morehead, which has lost only
Allen coached the Rams to a
and numerous other people in
season should insure a wide-open
twice this season, takes on West- 4, when it travels to open OVC
lege bombBluethe pro football club's organizat- 10-3-1 season in 1968, good enough
annual
31st
the
in
battle
By JACK WOLIBTON
action, and Western is idle until
of Manila
ion were shocked when Reeves for second place behind BaltiGray all-star football game Sat- ern Michigan in the first game
NEW YORK (UPI) — "It urday.
of the Pan American Invitational Monday night when it takes on
:ed States,
abruptly fired him Thursday. more in the coastal division of
potent Duke in the nightcap of the
was rough," said one official,
announced
The 46-year old coach receiv- the National Footfall League.
Sim Byrd, a local boy who at Texas. Host Pan American
$30.recent
Bowl Classic at New Orleathe
Sugar
on
commenting
in
Illinois
Northern
with
tangles
Korea as IV
theRams
In his first year with
ed a telephone call from Reeves
passed Troy Ala. State to the
000 Outboard World Chamns.
the nightcap.
veers, then
alterwill
championship,
early in the day advising him he as head coach-1966-he had an
NAIA
pionships at Lake Havasu City,
The Eagles two losses both
was fired and would be paid off 8-6-0 record, the first winning
Ariz. That hardly describes it. nate with Edo Hargett of Texas were inflicted by potent Marshall
merce Dethe
for
on the two remaining years of season for the club in seven yeaquarterback
at
M
&
A
A total of 133 boats jockeyof the Mid-American Conference.
the sale of
his contract. It's estimated All- rs. In 1967, the Rams won the
ing for advantageous positions Gray team.
Tennessee Tech engages New
sada.
en got in the neighborhood of Coastal Division with an11-1-2 reThe nation's total offense learoared to the starting line on
ie day —
cord. They lost the Western Conboomerang der, Greg Cook of Cincinnati, will Mexico State in first-round actfour - mile
the
$50,000 a year.
whole life
course on the Colorado River share the signal calling duties ion of the Evansville, Ind., InvitAfter Reeves, a sometimes ference playoff to the Green Bay
it of time:
in 15-knot winds.
moody man, dropped his bomb- Packers.
with John Dosaski of Villanova ational while the host Aces, ranked eighth among small colleges
fore, while
Seven boats failed to make for the Blue.
Allen said he had no idea where
shell, Allen said wryly, ''This
the first lap. At the end of
id it to no
he would coach next season.
Cook passed for 3,272 yards this week, take on Massachusetts
four hours (it's a two-day afReeves gave no hint as to whetand 255 touchdowns, while Byrd in the nightcap.
4
1
/
fair with four hours of racing
Eastern carries the OVC banher or not he had a successor in
for 3,042 yards and
each day), 58 boats were out connected
up to dangerous 17th ranked
ner
mind.
of competition from flips, ram- 34 touchdowns during the season Dayton Saturday night. Dayton's
The coach said he hadnot talkmings, sinkings, damaged hulls and added another five touchdown only loss to Louisville on the
By MARGARET BALTMAN
ed to the owner since the Rams
passes in the title game against
or balky engines.
16th ranked Cardinals home court
P11—BarGIRDWOOD, Alaska (DPI)
I.
Si
A
Texas
• • • t the New York Giants on Nov.
injured,
were
drivers
Six
play her
--Young super skiers, more
Z4. rney flZtlsome nzr611 words
On the receiving end of the at Freedom Hall.
none seriously, although sevEastern is 3-2 on the season, than 300 strong, face the
ic role in
after that game according to oberal suffered broken bones.
South passes will be ends Warren
Pussycat"
The eventual over-all winner Bankston of Tulane and Henley losing to Morehead and Marshall, challenges of Mt. Alyeska this
servers in the Ram dressing roNEW YORK VD — Elgin Bay- om. Allen was miffed because
rk at Cowas Kenny Kitson. of Bridge- Carter of Duke and flanker Steve which is 3-0 against Kentucky winter for the 1969 U.S. Junior
lor of the Los Angeles lAkers Reeves
National Ski championships.
opponents this year.
ton. Mo., driving a Switzer Hindman of Mississippi.
had rebuked him publicly
ran a unanimous choice and
The majestic Alyeska, snugColonels
improving
Craft powered by two Mercury
Centre's
for criticizing the sloppy field at
pitbe
Cook and Dosaski will
rookie Elvin Hayes of the San
115s.
play Bridgewater tonight in the gled in the heart of the ChuKezar Stadium where the San
of
Rossley
ching
Tom
ends
to
Diego Rockets outpoiled Wilt
?I) — The
gach range, was the site of the
The purse value in this conForty Niners tied the
Iowa nightcap of the Bridgewater, Va.,
Chamberlain in voting for the Francisco
test has increased annually Cincinnati, Al Bream of
edy. "The
Invitational. Elizabethtown of Pe- 1963 senior national Alpine ski
before.
Sunday
the
Rams
Minnesota,
of
Litten
Charles
and
I be made
since the •inaugural five years
Western AllStar squad, it was
nnsylvania confronts Rutgers of competition. Taking on Alpine
ago, and at conclusion of this and flanker Barry Crees of Iowa. Southhampton in the early game and Nordic events for the junannounced today by the Na- Reeves had issued a statement
's by 20th
didn't
he
sports
saying
to
writers
Passing isn't the whole story,
iors, aged 12-18, all at once is
year's competition Ralph Evintional Baaketabll Association.
a bigger step. But officials here
rude of Outboard Marine Corp. however, for the nationally tel- of first-round play.
The eight players, plus four think it was within theprovinceof
Georwith
clashes
Georgetown
say snow, weather and terrain
announced he would contrib- evised game.
to be added next week by NBA a coach to speak harshly of an
tussle
first
the
in
Southern
ute $20,000 to next year's
conditions are superb and that
The South boasts a powerful gia
Joe Nemeth, above, Is being tackled by Oakland's
P1)—Tom
coaches, will play the Eastern opponent's playing field.
awards. Previously, McCulloch running attack led by fullback of the High Point, N. C., Invit- they'll be ready for the races
Allen should not have much trthe dayAll-Stars in the league's leth
Ike Lassiter.
Corp. of California had pro- Paul Gibson of Houston, half- ational, while Carson-Newman, March 16-23.
Nu Don't
thilStar genie, Jan. 14, in the ouble finding a )ob. His record
vided all the prize money.
a guest IP
Gary King, 38, a veteran ski
With the Rams over three seasons
daitimore Ciric Center.
backs Roger Freeman of Texas owners of one of Georgetown's
A purse of $50,000 is certain Tech and Dickie Lyons of Ken- three losses, takes on host High instructor and the race chairof "The
Baylor, who is averaging 26.7 was 29-1-3.
to
attract
more
drivers
next
r"
man for junior competition,
points a game, was the only untucky, and Hindman, who can
year than the record number
admits there are problems and
animous choice and was joined
LIONS ROAR
from the United States, Cana- be shifted from flanker.
hard work ahead, "but when
at the forward position by Don
Running backs Richard JohnTROJANS CHANGE
da and Europe that competed
we had senior nations, competKojis of San Diego and Lou
PALM BEACH, Fla. TM/ —
son of Illinois and Roland Moss
this year.
itors said then . . . and since
Hudson of Atlanta.
Joe Paterno, Penn State coach,
There has been talk of in- of Toledo will carry the ball for LOS ANGELES (CPID — John then . . . we have the best run
Hayes was the No. 1 choice at canceled the Lions' Friday pracMcKay, Southern Cal coach, competition in the U.S."
creasing the purse even more. the North.
By MARTIN LADER
center, followed by Chamber. tice session because he was so
University of Alabama for a re- But E. C. Kiekhaefer, who
Head coach for the Blue is made some changes Thursday
"We have terrain steeper
UPI Sports Writer
lain of the Laker,. Jerry West pleased with Thursday's workported $400,000 bonus, complet- manufactures Mercury out- Ray Nagel of Iowa, who is as- in the Trojan lineup for the
S
than Aspen and Vail," King
of the Lakers, Len Wilkens of out for the Orange Bowl.
pass attempts dur- boards, when asked about the sisted by Ben Schwartzwalder Rose Bowl genie.
380
of
187
ed
17th St
said. "Wind is not a problem
aiieattle and Jerry Sloan of Chi
NEW YORK UPI - Joe Nemeth, ing the regular campaign for a possibility of his company con- of Syracuse and Don Faurot of
The Nittany Lions meet KanAl Cowlings will replace in- either, for the jumpers, since
ick-y
cago were chosen for the guard sas New Year's night in Mi- preparing to meet the biggest 49.2 per cent average. His aeria- tributing to the awards, had
jured Jim Griffin at defensive the bottom of the mountain is
Missouri.
lin. and
potations.
ami.
challenge of his colorful career, ls were good for 3,147 yards and this to say:
Bill Pace of Vanderbilt heads end; Willard Scott will move sheltered by trees."
)0 p.m.
''We don't feel that additiontoday was named the American 15 touchdowns as the Jets rang up
coaching staff which over to Cowling's spot at deMt. Alyeska—its name is deal prize money to an already the Gray
ME —
Football League's Player of the an 11-3 record.
Harp of Duke and fensive tackle and Bill Redding rived from the Aleut word
Torn
includes
wealthy
race
would
make
a
will
take
Press
for
United
by
over
Year
1968
at
for
Scott
mid- meaning "great land of white
Sauer, who like Namath was
to You
contribution to racing, other Bill Yeoman of Houston.
dle guard.
International.
selected to the UPI All-Star team, than
to the east"— has a vertical
340 KC
to
increase
the
danger.
A panel of 30 sports writers was his quarterback's favorite
drop of 2,050 feet, primarily
Increased prize money would
axe.
rolling terrain, and a race trail
pfil representing each of the league target with 66 receptions, second only tend to attract many morel
much steeper than average.
cities gave the New York Jets' In the league only to Alworth. boats and drivers not properly/
quarterback 14 votes, almost thr- Maynard, a second team all-star, prepared for this kind of race.'"
RUC
Prom its base at this comA
ee times the number received was fifth in receptions with 57.
Kiekhaefer said he thoughL
Basketball Tournament in Oklamunity of about 100, just 300
By CHARLES RICHARDS
runnerup Lance Alworth of
a
by
better
idea
would
the
be
gift
homa City, and Oklahoma City the San Diego Chargers, who
feet above sea level. Alyeska
UPI Sports Writer
of an insurance program to
stretches upward to a forever
North Carolina and VillaDOV1, also advanced, edging high- drew five votes. Bob Griese of
cover drivers who start in the
snow-capped glacial crest. The
two of the nation's top five scoring Tulane 94-88.
race.
NIGH
Dolphins, Len Dawson
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
—Northwestern defeated Flo- the Miami
•
•
upper half of the mile-long
•
High.
—
rust
Fla.
ORLANDO,
ranked
team
Ohio
champion
ranked college basketball powof the Kansas City Chiefs and
RESULTS
scoring Ohio University will 18th in the final United Press chair lift, which does not even
ers, clash in New York tonight rida 78-72 and Boston College Ed Rutkowski of the Buffalo Bills
AlumiMarine
year's
This
place its unbeaten and untied International major college foot- go to the toe), is above the timunder the watchful eye of the trimmed Georgia 89-83 in the drew two votes each while those
By United Press International num Ocean Racing Trophy
record on the line here tonight ball ratings. Ohio was rated a ber line.
team both would like to creep Gator Bowl Basketball Tourna- mentioned on one ballot were
Stephens
J.
Olin
to
gone
has
Gator Bowl Basketball
up on in the national rankings ment at Jacksonville. Fla.
U of Scarsdale, N.Y. one of the in the Tangerine Bowl when the one-touchdown favorite.
The biggest problem so far
—Brigham Young and Ore- Gerry Philbin, Don Maynard and Tournament, Jacksonville, Fla,world's foremost naval archi- Bobcats go against Southern
Ohio U. scored an average of
—the top-rated UCLA Bruins.
John
1st
Jets,
Round
the
of
Sauer
keeping down exGeorge
in
matches
first
the
won
gon
Conference
champion
Rich- 37.8 points per game while al- has been
are in the Holiday
three
All
de.4
"outstanding
his
for
tects,
C.
for the skiers and their
Hadl of the Chargers and George Northwestern 76 Fla. 72
mond.
lowing 17.9, and Richmond, fin- penses
Pesten' in New York, which the Far Weal Classic at Portocean
to
contributions
sign
ick•
Webster of the Houston Oilers. Boston Coll 89 Ge. 83
The game, which will be tele- ished with a 7-3 record after coaches.
racing with aluminum."
runs from today through Mon- land, Ore. BY1J beat California
Namath, who ranked third amwas cited for 29 vised by Sports Network, will dropping its first two games,
Stephens
day. North Carolina, the No. 82-74 and Oregon turned back
All College Basketball
With Alaskan prices way
ong AFL quarterbacks in statisocean racing-cruising alumi- begin at 8:30 p. m. EST before scored an average of 24.1 points
2 team, in expected to defeat Yale 84-71.
over those in the "lower 49."
Tournament, Oklahoma City, num sailboats from 36 to 82
leadthe
provided
year,
Classic
this
Carolina
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Tilghman Christmas Pairings

N. J. Klwanis Classic
Upper Montclair, N. J.
1st Round
L'psale 89 Paterson St. 52
Monmouth Col 77 CCNY 54

SS

Midwest
Ferris St 89 Albion 77
Taylor, Ind 93 Adrian 78
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barker Dirk Worden, senior
linehacker for Ohio State, re
injured his knee Thursday and
is not expected to play in the
Rose Bowl against Southern Cal
Worden was a co-captain of
the 1968 Buckeye,.
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BeRlinore, Md., Ow. 22 — FLIPPED — Vikings' Bill Brown Is flipped high by Colts' Mika Curtis
(32) in second quarter in Sunday's NFL division championship game. Brown is coming down on
Colts' Rick Volk, right.

Here Corns Os Judge
HOUSTON (UPI) — Adrian
Burk, now a Houston attorney, and a former National
Football League quarterback
for the Colts and Eagles, is a
back judge official of the NFL

2:15 p.m.

triday 6:31 p.m.
Paducah Tilghman (4-1)
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •
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PERSONALS

Phone 753-1917 or 753-41147

.41

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, December V
The Christmas Dance for the
ninth grade through college will
be held at the Calloway County Country Club from eight p.m
to midnight at the club Mike
Keller, Susan Emerson, Leslie
Furgeraon, David Fitch, Susan
Kennedy are on the planning
committee. Hosts are Messrs
Mesdames Don Keller,
and
Frank Fitch, Tom Emerson, Bill
Furgerson, and Jack B. Kennedy
• ••

•••

Miss Gloria Anne BlankinshiP Married
To Chris Letray Gingles At Nashville

PAGE
•

SEN

Alvin B. Sanders of Murray
Route Four has been dismissed from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
•••

Voloyeer44

Munday-Yarno ,Engagement-

•
FRIDAY -- TIF.CF2v1I3ER 27. la(iii

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Tuesday, Docember 31
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a call meeting at the club
house at 9:30 a.m. to take down
the decorations at the club
house.
Se.
The New Year's Eve dance
will be held at the Calloway
County Country Club for adult
members and out of town guests
from nine p.m. to one a.m.
Hosts are Messrs and Mesdames
Charles Mercer, Tommy Alex
ander, Fred Wells, and Bobby
Wilson. Decorations will be
Messrs and Mesdames Tommy
Chrisp. Bob Billington, Bill Doss
and Bill Wyatt.
•••

Porter Lassiter of Murray
Route Four has been a patient
at the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. James Frank
Wilson of Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
were the guests last weekend ofl
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Wilson. They are now visiting
her family at Daytona Beach,
Fie.
•••
Bill Wilson of the University
of Louisville Medical School,
Louisville, is spending the holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Wilson. Thursday
morning Bill, Mike Reed. anti
Dr. Hal Houston left for a
skiing vacation at Gatlinburg,
Tenn.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Workman of Southgate, Mich., and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Burkeen and
sons. David and Danny, of.
Nashville, Tenn., were here last
weekend for the golden wedding anniversary celebration of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ollie Workman.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Edwards and children, Jeffrey and
Jeanna, and Mrs. Barber Edwards, all of Sedalia, Mo., were
the Christmas holiday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Workman and other relatives and
friends.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Twyman Edwards, are spending the Christmas holidays with their daughter and sister, Mrs. Herman Robertson, Mr. Robertson, and
children of Winter Haven, Florida The Robertsons left for
Winter Haven in November to
make their home there.

Ladies' Man Wants
Girl Pallbearers
By Abigail Van Buren
"married,"
DEAR ABBY . I am 68 years of age_ I am not
but my wife is. She says there will be no men at my funeral,
but the place will be crowded with weeping widows. She's
right. I like the ladies and the ladies like me
My problem: Having no men friends. I find I am short six
pallbearers, so I am wondering if it is proper to have women
pallbearers? I'm sure they wouldn't have any Warble getting
women. If anything, it would probably cause a big fight be- e I
cause so many women would want the honor.
Abby, will you kindly take care of this matter for Me as
borrowed
soon as possible as I have a feeling I am living on
WILD BILL
time.
DEAR BILL: I have never heard of women pallbearers,
I'd say
and don't expect your wife to be one. From your letter
lifethe old girl has carried a pretty heavy load during your
time.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem and you are the one who
is causing it. I rm women's editor of The Times-Herald in
Newport News, Va., and every few days I get calls from irate
readers who say, "You left off Abby's answer again today!"
Now, Dear Abby, I see all your columns before they go into
the newspaper, and I know that sometimes you don't answer a
letter—it just stands by itself—since it is a comment on a previously published letter, or someone just letting off steam.
But my readers want to boil me in oil I'm sure other
editors around the country have the same problem. Defend
JOY GALLAGHER
yourself, Abby!

MRS. CHRIS LEGRAT GINGLES

The wedding of Miss Gloria red roses attached.
Misses Genia King and Berme
Anne Blankinship of Nashville,
Tenn.,
and
Chris
Legray Biggs were the flower girls.
Gingles, also of Nashville, Tenn., Bill Biggs, Jr., was the ringThursday, January 2
was solemnized on Sunday, De- bearer.
The ladies day luncheon will
Ben Green of Nashville,
MISS SUSAN MUNOAY
cember 22.
be served at 12:15 p.m. at the
Lamar Plunket, minister of Tenn., was the bestman for Mr.
DEAR JOY: It's not necessary. You've explained those
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Munday of Murray armourye the engage- Oaks Country Club Reservatthe Eastside Church of Christ, Gingles. The ushers were Mark
"unanswered" letters, and also defended me very well. And
men and approaching marriage of their daughter. Susan. to Ron- ions should be made by MonNashville, performed the dou- Gingles, brother of the groom,
day night, December 30. with
I thank you.
ald Yarn°. son of Mrs. Lorraine Yarrio of Bradley. 111.
ble ring ceremony at two-thir- Richard Gann, Thomas Clark,
•••
The bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and re- Roberts Ward 753-1700, Bobbie
and
Preston
Start,
all
of
Nasho'clock
in
the
afternoon.
ty
ceived her Bachelor's degree from Murray State University. She Buchanan 753-2247. or Ann Cole
DEAR ABBY . We are three college students who feel that
A program of vocal music ville, Tenn.
air
High 753-5917.
is now teaching at the Riverview Gardens Centr,
you are completely unjustified in maintaining that "there is no
•• •
Reception
was presented a quartet comsuch thing as a haunted house."
Following the ceremony the
posed of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
I The Town and Country HomeMr Yarno is employed at St Louis. Mcia"
How can you classify yourself as an authority when many
Arnold, Neil Rhodes, and Mrs. reception was held at the
makers Club will meet at the
The wedding is planned for Saturday:January.
church.
surveys have been taken and have proved that these things
I home of Mrs. A. L. Hough, 1505
Mrs. Harold (Estelle) Ezell of Julia Huddleston, all of NashAssisting in the serving and
•Kirkwood Drive, with Mrs. C. the Ezell Beauty School has ville, Tenn.
exist? Thank you for yota- attention.
L
The bride is the daughter of entertaining were Mrs. Herbert
JOY, MARION, AND CAROLYN
I
When cold.-the hummingbird !W. Jones as cohostess at 7.30 opened her cottage on KenAbrasive shark hide. knownI
Makin,
Miss
Teresa
Garrett,
James
is torpid and appears dead, but
tucky Lake for two social oc- Mr. and Mrs. William
as shagreen, was once used aal it revives
•••
DEAR J., M.. AND ('.: That which is "haunted" (according
Ala- Mrs. Skip Stewart, Mrs. David
with warmth.
casions during the holiday sea- Blankinship of Sheffield,
sandpaper by cabinetmakers.
• • •
bama. The groom is the son of Faulkner, and Mrs. Larry King.
to my Webester's Unabridged Dictionary I is "inhabited by
The Garden Department of son.
•
•
•
The bride is a graduate of
Nashghosts." If one believes in ghosts, then I suppose there are
The average Iowa farm has the Murray Woman's Club will
On Monday evening, Decem- Mrs. Ralph P. Gingles of
ville, Tenn.. and the late Mr. Mars Hill High School, Flor234
acres
of
land,
worth
an
meet
at
the
club
house
at
1
.30
haunted houses. But I think they should more accurately be
ber
16.
the
local
beauty
operatThe pronghorn antelope Is
• p m Bill Williams will be the ors of the Murray Unit of Hair- Gingles. He is the grandson of ence, Ala., and received her
called "reputedly haunted houses."
the only hoofed animal that average of $362 per acre.
B.
S.
degree
from
David
Lip• • •
. and Mrs. Hugh Gingles of
speaker. Hostesses are Mesdam .
Sseres in et tbe.cottage for
originated in North America.
Bullfrogs are cannibalistic; es M. 0. Weather, V. E. Wind. a potluck sapper Twelve operrksey and the late Mr and scomb College, Nashville, Tenn.
• • •
DEAR ABBY . I had to laugh when I read the letter from
She is a member of Phi Beta
nature, according to theIsor, Fred Gingles, R. L. BowMrs. Harry Suiter of Murray.
The United States has 04 by
ators attended the social.
the
mother whose daughter would send home her bills to be •
Lambda,
Iowa
business
Conservation
CommisI
den.
sorority.
Bride's
Dress
B. J. Hoffman. and Eaf
separate wilderness areas.
The students at the Beauty i
sion.
Mr. Gingles is a graduate of
paid without even inclosing a note The mother thought this
Given in marriage by her
Huie.
School spent Wednesday. DeDavid Lipscomb High School
was very rude, which it was
cember 18, at the Ezell cottage. father, the bride was lovely in
and is presently a senior at
But here's something that will really slay you. My brother
The school is closed on Wed- her floor length gown of white
David Lipscomb College, Nashis on the Battleship U. S. S. New Jersey in Viet Nam.
nesdays and the students and peau de soie featuring a high
ville, Tenn. He is a member
Once a month their captain sends a "newsletter" home to
instructors took this opportun- neckline of scalloped Chantilly
of Alpha Kappa Psi, business
all the men's families. My brother addresses the envelope and
ity to have their Christmas pot- lace. The lace bodice was emfraternity.
with
seed
pearls,
and
broidered
dinner.
slips the mimeographed letter in without even signing his
After the reception the couthe skirt featured appliques of
name to it He feels this is sufficient.
ple
left
for
a
wedding
trip
to
• ••
lace and pearls. The chapel
luck
My mother wrote back once and told him she thought he
length train, also of Chantilly Gatlinburg, Tenn. The couple
was ingenious to get his captain to write his letters for him.
.
lace, featured a scalloped edge. will be at home at 3706 BelNow we don't even get the "newsletter" anymore.
Boulevard,
Nashville,
An illusion veil fell from a dou- mont
By STEVE LIBBY
Tenn.
Written Especially for Ceirtrol
ble crown of lace and pearls.
HIS SISTER
Press and This Newspaper
The bride carried a beautiful
THE FRENCH - SPEAKING
Everybody kas • problem. Vi'hat's yours? Far • perinea]
bouquet of feathered carnatPEOPLES of Quebec City are
ions surrounding a white orreply write to Abby, Box 111700, Los Angeles, Cal.. MON and
a sentimental lot and a deeply
chid.
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
religious folk as well. They have
Mrs. Van Smelser. sister of
adopted many customs and traHATE TO WRITE LETTERS? SEND $1 TO ABBY, BOX
the bride, was the matron of
ditions of the France from
0710, IXIS ANGELES. CAL., theell, FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET,
nor The bridesmaids were
which they came three cen"HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS."
Miss Barbara Blankinship, sis- Clinton announce the engageturies ago. None is more quaint
ter of the bride, Miss Carole ment of their daughter, Miss
than their commemoration of
Gingles and Miss Jane Gingles, Jan Stone, to Dana H. RoberSte.-Genevieve, patron of Paris.
er, Debbie Ringing, Felicia
sisters of the groom, and Miss son, son of Mr. and Mrs. HarToday 1.517 years after the
Housden, Larry Crutcher, Owen
Carolyn Colley of Nashville, ley Roberson of Murray.
event itself, many thousands in
Garrison, Steve McCuiston, DanQuebec City will, on Jan. 3,
Tenn.
Miss Stone is a graduate of
ny Kingins and Jimmy BurThe
Eager
Beaver
4-H
Club
reach out a hand, hat or bag te
The attendants wore floor Murray State University and is
keen. A new member to join
MRS. DENA MARBERRY
receive the annual distribution
length gowns of cranberry red now teaching in the Carlisle met December 12, at the home was
Detonia Osbron, whose moSte.of
Loaves
Little
of their leaders, Mr. and Mrs.
of "The
with
velvet
train
attached
at
County High School.
Mrs. Oina Handley Marberry,
Genevieve." It's a custom dating
Franklin Burkeen. The meeting ther, Mrs. Wanda Osbron, was
line
of
dresses.
yoke
the
•
the
widow of Batten Marberry,ealee
..)±.#1,ARberstM is a graduate sif
also_a guest. -.. --- Nadi to the year 451-, when the
nibtalE Murray High School and is now was called to order at 6:30 by
brated her hundredth birthday 'Their heitiletres
The next meeting Is planned
courage of this young Parisian
the president Jimmy Burkeen
home
in
Dallas,
TOMS,
material
had
embroidered
at
her
a student at Murray State Uniin January, but a date has not
girl was credited with saying
The
devotion
was
given
by
1968.
November
1,
pearls.
They carried white fur versity.
Paris from the plunder of AtDebbie Kingins. The American been set due to other school
Many congratulations,flowers, Muffs with crescents of deep
tila and the Huns.
gifts, and a festive cake greetPledge
was led by Larry Crut- activities.
Later, another attempt to
ed her on this happy occasion.
cher. and the 4-H Pledge by
by
foiled
was
Paris
conquer
Faith in God, and her optiWancia Crutcher. There was a
Ste -Genevieve. This time, Genemistic view of life have kept her
short business meeting, with the.
rafor
plan
a
out
worked
vieve
a hundred years young.
report of the club clearing I
Uoning, when the enemy tried
At thr; age of ninety, Mrs. Mar$17.00 from their popcorn sale;
blockadby
Paris
to conquer
berry began playing the piano,
December 7.
and she is still alert, and keeps
ing vital imports. The plan was
The club members and one
in touch with the world today.
to keep wheat from entering the
Mrs. Alphonse Ruel prepares some of the 50,000
guest were treated to Cokes,'
French metropolis.
Wilgrandfather,
paternal
Her
little locates she bakes in honor of St..-Genievi•vos.
• • •
potato chips, and candy by
liam Hendley of England and her
•
STE.-GENEVIEVE led the
Mrs. Burkeen, and two of the
Lycurgus
grandfather,
maternal
'or a good deal on a Rand
a generation ago,
Sweden sailed to Amerpeople in public prayer and the des-VictAres in the lower town itself. Until
girls made Christmas cookies
Lynn
of
Instrument, see Glenn
of the parish did it all, and
city was saved despite over- of Quebec City. Half a million nuns
ica in the sixteenth century.
and brought them for this meetNanny at . . .
their
Mrs Marberry is the daughwhelming odds. A cult honoring loaves are given away on the assumed the expense from
ing.
They
were
Christie
Feilder
budget. But because of ter of the late Dr. and Mrs.
LEACH'S MUSIC II TV
the young French girl mush- appointed day. Some 200.000 meager
and
Felicia
Housden.
1 ,1vel n,1 (*enter
roomed into widespread venera- will stand in line following the skyrocketing costs-- in strong James Handley, who came from
Ph,- 7;1 7:75
There were 10 members pregrown because of the Nashville, Tenn., before the CiOPEN TILL 5.00 P.51
tion which has lasted through blessing of the 1 itt 1 e loaves. measure
sent
who were Wanda Crutcher
around
the
world
demand
from
and
water
and
Farmflour
at
located
from
and
made
War,
vil
the centuries.
Cindy Garrison, Christie FieldAlmost at once. Parisians about the size of a large cherry_ --parishioners had to be called ington, Ky. Dr. Hendley was an
in to help. Today, some 50 outstanding Physician, and a surstarted the custom of baking
Not only that, but som e
parish buy the geon In the Confederate Army.
tiny loaves of bread which be- 300,000 little loaves are distrib- ladies of the
monumental
The old historic home-eased,
came known aa Les Petits Pains uted to Roman Catholics all over flour and start the
in the late fall. Young peo- which was built on a wooded esde Ste -Genevieve -- The Little the world, to people who have task
church take the loaves tate in 1841, was a mansion In
Loaves of Ste -Genevieve When heard that Notre-Dame-des-Vic- ple of the
the church for distribution, the early days.
the first French colonists settled toires is the only church in the to
During the dark days of the Ci• • •
In Quebec, 1,200 years later, world still maintaining the travil War, the place was a scene
506 W. Main Street
Phone 753-5621
they were threatened by star- dition. The entire annual tradiTHE children are among the of a battle, fought In front of
vation in that then frozen forest tion is overseen by the Parish first ranked because they play the home.
wilderness of the New World.
Priest, Abbe Stanislas Pararlis. a major role in the ceremonies.
At his d mth, his son, the late
Fearful for their lives, they who handles more than 10 000 Dressed as angels and led by a Dr. B. L. Headley of Farmingreached back over the centuries letters annually requesting the young girl personifying the ton tought the estate from her
and invoked the assistance of . little loaves.
saint, they are a proud con- heirs.
• • •
Thus, three generations have
Ste -Genevieve to save Quebec.
tingent during the procession
lived there, and sat beneath the
just as she had done for Mother
and benediction,
parishionmany
rs
ARE
THERE
Artcarved
boughs of the century old pint
Paris. History tells us that when
ars of Notre-Dame-des-Victoires
As the baskets; empty, the tree, and rehearsed memoriee
Diamond Rings
spring came. settlers credited
who have participated In the dis- coffers destined for the good of by-gone days.
Ste -Genevieve with their salva- tribution for many years. Oscar
works of the pariah grow heavtion_ In thanks, these people Lamontagne has been a faithful
ier. From Quebec, as from
who had helped Champlain lay participant for 54 years, and everywhere around the world,
the foundations of the beautiful Charles Buseleres has served for
the dry, unleavened bread from Slugfest
city resurrected the ages - old 35 years. Each year. Mrs. Al- Notre-Dame-des-Victoires bring
HOLLYWOOD (UPI
custom of baking the little
phonse Rue alone make worm Ionations in honor of the saint Thirty-six stunt men will slue
loaves
-,!. r %Fa -e pi °WI in. by this it out in a street brawl for
of the little
• • •
*
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SENSING THE NEWS
By Thurman Sensing
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Man Wounded
By Gunfire
At Calvert

-A Calloway County man was
wounded in a shootout with a
Calvert City woman in front of
her house early Saturday after
Southern States Industrial Council lie
and a companion allegedly
had tried to break into her
house.
Joe•Richard Nance and BobON STRESSING SELF.service or facility, it will have
by Cochnun, both of Murray,
RELIANCE
: to pay for it one way or another. were arrested by Benton police
As Americans look forward There aren't any free services shortly after the incident on a
to the promising new team in ,or facilities in the United
separate charge and Sheriff Joe
Washington, they should not States.
Toni Haltom arrested the duo in
Imagine that all the problems
Furthermore, getting money connection with the incident.
of the nation can be solved in from Washington, instead of taxNance was slightly wounded
• the nation's capital. On the con- ing the homefolks, isn't a way
by a shotgun blast as he and
trary, the new President is like- of getting financial help at low
Mrs. Brenda Driver exchanged
ly to surprise many people by cost. When the federal govern
gunfire in front of her house,
telling them to solve their own ment spends a tax dollar, a big authonties said. Earlier that
problems, or at least the ma- chunk of it goes for overhead— night, Nance and Cochrum had
jority of them.
for maintaing the huge federal attempted to break ipto the
This is as it should be. It is administrative set-up. In the house but were driven away
not only foolish but basically long run, therefore, Americans when Mrs. Driver fired several
wrong to look to Washington will find it cheaper to have ser- pistol shots at them, officers
for the solution to every chi- vices provided by cities and said
ficulty at the city, county or states rather than by the fedAccording to Sheriff Haltom,
state level. To be sure, the eral government.
the pair returned later with a
• Kennedy and Johnson admin.
Hopefully, the Nixon admin. shotgun and fired several blasts
strations encouraged such de- istration will really "talk up" Into the house. It was then that
pendence and
reliance. But the themes of economy and sell Mrs. Driver fired at Nance with
that's not the American way. reliance. It also will need to a shotgun which she keeps in
Traditionally, self-reliance has, take administrative action to the house.
been the great national virtue,
The two were lodged in Marprevent waste of money by fed
We need to return to self-re
County Jail ha were reagencies. For example, one shall
liance, beginning January 20.
leased after posting bond, the
of the first steps that Robert
It will take time for people
sheriff said.
H. Finch should take when he
to get adjusted. The National
becomes Secertary of Health,
• • •
League of Cities, meeting
in Education and Welfare is to re• New Orleans, recently urged
Strong flyers, turkeys - clear
-- vise regulations on welfare ascontinued direct financial links s. ne.
treetops swiftly and sail a mile
between cities and the federal
Outgoing Secretary Wilbur J. or more with only occasional
government. The Kennedy andCohen, in an action calculated wingbeats
administrations enJohnson
to please reliefers and radical
couraged direct aid, for they groups urging vastly increased
A German publisher, Martin
knew that the White House government assistance, has pro- Walciseemueller, first used the
would be able to exert great. posed that eligibity procedures name America, after Amerigo
power in the city hall' of the!
— for relief be eliminated and Vespucci, in a book published
nation. It is far better, how-: that welfare clients qualify for In 1507
to
goes
that
aid
any
for
ever,
aid on the basis of a mere re• cities to be first channeled quest for assistance. U all eligithrough the state. In that way. bility rules are abandoned, the
the authority of the states is up- !drone population will soar. It
held. Happily, Vice President- is sad but true that s3me peaelect Spiro Agnew has indicat- ple in this country want a free
esi that aid will be routed thro- ride and seek to live a comfortugh the states.
able life at the expense of the
No doubt it will be hard for taxpayers
everyone to get accustomed to
Mr. Finch certainty should
trying to handle more problems move quickly, once he is in of.
at the local level. People have fire, to shelve the Cohen plan
fallen into the habit of run- and then to review the entire
• fling to Washington with even' field of
welfare aid so as to
problem. Washington, h°wever, discourage the "handout houode
%viaisn't the fountainhead of
who are 90 numerous. He
dom. The cities and states know:aces a major problem of analytheir own problems best, and!
sis, however, as under the Great
they should welcome an achninfederal welfare
Society the
istration that frankly tells them
establishment has swollen to
to get to work on solving these
seprate programs, 107,000
problems
employees and an annual budrein
The idea aim. emerged
get of about $SO b,111.m. Once
cent years that all the money
his analysis is completed, how• in the land is in Washington. ever, he will have to use
a
The notion also exists that the
NIXON APPOINTEE? It is rebudgetary axe to stash
the
ported that Hilary Sandoval
federal government has some
waste.
mysterious, independent source
iabove 1, a Mexican-Ameriof funds. Actually, of course,' In the meantime. ..,,nservat- can native of El Paso, Tex.,
ve reform of HEW and other will be named by Presidentthe federal government doesn
have any money but that which; departments will be facilitated elect Nixon to head the Small
it takes from the cities and by new public understanding of B u
ness Administration.
citi- the importance of personal in- Sandoval, 38, would be Nixindividual
states—from
zens, that is—by way of taxa- dependence and local initiative
on's first minority group aphon. Thus the federal governpointment. He is a former
North Carolina is one of the
• ment can't "give" anyhing withassistant chairman of the
out taking it from someone else. original 13 states and the 12th
Republican Party in Texas.
If the public insists on a new to ratify the Constitution.
IXICUTIVIE via lattSiOthit
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Smart housewives know a real bargain when they
see one — and thrifty housewives are smart
enough to shop with us. We've got bargains on
every thing from soup to nuts and an extra
bargain on quality.
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Prices In This Ad Good
Fri., Sat., Mon. and Tues.
Dec. 27, 28, 30 & 31
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RED POTATOES
CABBAGE

ORANGE JUICE
BLACKEYE PEAS
FRENCH FRIES.PIE SHELLS

LETTUCE

Scots Stilll "Defend" Thrt-ir Borders
• •
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4
ors safe.
Lod by th• Cornet, the Common Riding reasserts th• bord•rs
cuts a sod from the
and
mounts
WHITT
JOSEPH
•
By
.ot
common land. Later he enters a
Central Prcss Association Correspondent
pool on horseback to mark an
1.0NDON- Scots are still wary about "invaders" from south of
hold a Ceremony. the ancient boundary.
the border - England and each year they
Finally, the horsemen splash
Common Riding, to symbolize the defense of their land.
gallop around the through a river and ride off in
' Banners wave, bands play and horsemen
town 0, wild gallop known as the
boundaries of various towns to reassert the right of the
Chase. "The chats,
Cornet's
to the common land.
▪
borders were inspect- symbolizes the capture of the
-Common Ridings started long ago when
outsiders had seized a piece of trophy and the bravery of the
ed by horsemen to make sure no
of the towns that per- Inhabitants,- said the Hawick
our land," said a rider from Hawick, one
rider.
form this ceremony.
diagonal cross on a blue
In the afternoon there are
-These counties are part of a gold
-is decorated with ribbons, horse races, country-style
the Border Country, where
The Cornet, dressed in a Ira- wrestling and other athletic
raiders and defenders used to
Scot- ['Mona] green coat and a sash, events At sunset the hand sumride when England and
warring is commissioned by a town offi- mons the people to accompany
land were separate and
cial to ride the boundaries and the emblems and the Cornet to
countries."
to bring back the banner un- the town hall.
Today a cavalcade, led by a
sullied.
It is a slow' procession, Every
▪ standard-bearer known as the !
• • •
along the boonfew yards the marchers stop and
Cot- net, rides
next day the
the
DAWN
AT
popuby
dance. Finally. bcneath an elecnries. He is elected
town is awakened by the band. trically illuminated crown, the
lar vote to perform this ritual
marthe
in
gather
people
The
Cornthe
Cornet hands back the banner
On the first day of
ket place to hear the town and shouts: "Safe oot, safe in'mon Riding. a parade is held
back
the
stands
on
who
crier,
and
band
crowd sings "Auld Lang
with a drum and fife
ofor-horse. reel the orders to The
ne
town offic131. cnrrving halberds
Said the rider. -And Scotcavalcade moves off. VarSinging Scottish songs, the pro-1 Thelandmarks are encircled. land Is safe from invaders for
bus
town
the
year."
cession converges on
At one point the Cot-net dis- another
hall where a special banner
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LIBERTY CUMBFKLAND
PRIESRTTERIAN
lishert N Medea. pmetem
111:041 &ZS
111111MIRy School
11:00
Pfeachlag
SALEM BAPTIST CR1711SCII
BSI SuWU. Saelher
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning Worship ....
7:30 p.m
Trainthig Union
1:60 p.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Prayer Service
SINKING IIIPS1244:811 BAPTIST
CSURCH
John Meets. peeler
10:00 am
Sunday School
11 00 am.
moentng WorshI;+
0 30 p.m
Union
no
Tra
7 30 pm.
Evening Worship
. 7:00 p.m
Wednesday Nigr t

ssa

FIRST METHODIST CNIIRCN
Fifth sad Maple Streets
Dr. Kimmel S. Dodoes. Jr, poorer
Church School
11:4Sam.
Morning Worship
8:46 & 111:10
6:30 pm.
Jr & Sr Fellowship
1•60 p.m.
Evening WorshIP

TOOKY

FRIDAY — DECEMBER 27. 1068

ei elk far&

CNURCB OF JESUS 01111111T
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
(Mermen)
Services held at lith and Sycamore
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
7:00 pan.
Sacrament Meeting
Phone 7634141
BUOSELIMCWAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Boy. A. H. Thomas, Pastor
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays 9'30 a.m.
Preaching:
Ind and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
Pasch Sunday
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
METHODIST ClIt'SCH
(Formerly le•w Hope and Sahebs,
@pelage Churches)
Johasou Zusloy, Paster
10 .00
Church school
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service
Methodist Youth Fellowship
11:00 p.m
Meeting
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Maim Street at lOin
Norman Culpepper. pastor
Dial-A-Devotion
753-4411
Sunday School
9:40 am.
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m.
Training Union:
6:30 p.m.
ISept.-March)
(April-Aug.)
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship:
6:30 p.m
lSept.-March)
(April-Aug.)
7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting:
Each Wednesday
7:30 p.m

• NITIRSITY eRretrie OF CIIIIIIST
104 North 11th Street
Nettle MNIer. mialetor
11:30 am.
Bible Study
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
8:00
lesersing Worship
0:00 p m
Mid-Week
Student
Thursday (College
6:16 p.m.
De‘otionali
PLEASANT VALLIT cHratin
OF C•RIST
Murray-Potterlown Road
Leroy Lyles, mistletoe.
10:00 a.m.
Stele S:udy
11:00 am.
Morning WorshIP
LOCUST GROVE
CISCRCM OF THE IA
siriteer, Kentucky
Reirert Rehlowea, whilst*,
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Service
unday Night
,

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CSURCH
Re. Loom Peolek. pastor
10 00 a.m.
..
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
6:30 pm.
Teething Union
7:30 pm
Evening Worship
730 p.m.
Wednesday Syes-loe ...
Rudy Barnett. 8.8. Sept- Paul Ware
Garritue. realists. Vales Dtreciter.
ST. LSO CATNOLIC CNURCH
401 N 12th Street
Sas- Magda Matt:last" Was'
Sunday Maasew I a m.,11 am and
4:80 p.m.
Holvday and First Frithey:
6:30 am and II:00 p.m.
NORTIIRIDE 114PTIST fierier's
Seudolots Allea. pester
Jerry Graham, Sunday School Fent
10 00 sin
,
1
S n a, Se,o.
11:00 am.
Worship flurries
7•00 p.m
Evening Bernie,
7:90 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wed.
1:30 p.m.
Sunday Frorany Singing
POPL.All SPRINGS BAPTIST
CRC UCH
Route 3 - Pottertowe
Bee. Charles Chembler. passer
.
0:00 am
Surd,,Y sc
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
:•11 p.m.
Train ing Union
6:88 p m
evening ViorsitlI,
TAM p.m'
Wed Prayer Misttas
MT. PLI4eANT CCIIBEILAND
PREsBYTIRIAN C111.114
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.p.
Sunday Night Service
Worship Sir'foe at 11:00 each DM
Sunday
and third
SIRRSET BAPTIST CRURCE
Roy. David Breather. pawner
Sunday School ------10:94 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:01 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 pun.
Evening Worship
7.28
I - 30 pun.
Wednesday Night
.
&MISSY METHODIST CWVIIC111
Ira A. H. MaLosd 'deter
Illeanday School
10:110 a.m
Mernicg Worship
12:00 ant
evening Worship
1:11
Tooth Pellowship
1:31 p.m
Wed Preyer Meeting
790 p
CHEERY COSNZR BAPTIss
CHURCH
Lamson Williams's+, peeler
Ituaday School
10 LiO am.
Worship Service
11 - 00 a in
Training Union
8'00 pm.
Worship Service&
.. 7:00 pm
Wednesday Evening
Prayer Meeting
, 7 Si
IMM.ANL.AL LUTHERAN CHURCIII
Nev. empties Masak. poster
Sunday School
1:16 &AD
Worship Servioe
10:30 LAD
GREEN PLAIN CHURCZ
OF CHRIST
Deem Crutchfield. =pastor
Sunday Bible Study
Morning Worship ......
15:43 a m.
Evening Worship
7 CO p.m.
W

FIRST RAPTISIT (111URCE
H. C. Cease. Paliftr
.... 930
Sunday School ...
10:45
Morning Worship
6:00
Training Union
Nen. worship (Broadcast 5:00
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday 7:30

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

.1\ LW CON CORD
11.111ilts1
tuuncli
David !Pala. mlnlaler
Midlu Limoges
i,:00
(Sin ship &
14:60
reach Ins .
Evening Worship
. . 7:VO
ii euneaday
. 7.00
Bible Classes

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth litiNYet
William M. Porter. pastor
1'30 sm.
Sunday School
10:30 am.
Worship Hour
pm.
1:00
Evenly., Service
1:30 p.m.
Chi Rho Fellowship
p.m.
1:00
('VPFellowshin
Men's Fellowship .. third Wednesday
'Tuesday
third
."
Meet.
rwr Gen

vissassrrsluax env:Ica

10:00
11:00
7.00
t NiON GROVE rBritCh
OF CHRIST
Jerry Header... , atialoter
10 - 00
Sunday Sdhool
10 SO
Worship Servioe
6:30
Serrioe
evening
Hid-Weak Bible Study:
7:00
WedneedaY

am.

ew Snows!

pm

%.\‘‘N

am.
a.M.
p.m
p.m.

E.313sANVICL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray. Ky.
Bro. ilitemas Fortner, pester
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
8:30 p.m.
Traanir.g en:on .
7:30 p.m.
E,ening Worst.to
Wednesiday Evening
-----7.00
pm.
Prayer Service

The Church is God s appointed agenty in this
.odd for spreoding the knowledge of 1411 love
lot moo and of 146 demond for moo to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor

WEST FORE BAPTIST CHURCH
Rey. Heyward Roberte.pastor
10:00 a.m.
sun lay School
11:00 am
Morning Worship
8:00 p.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m
Evening Worship .
Prayer &nice
7:30 p.m
Wednesdar

Without

this grounding in the love of God, no govern
Mont or society

or way of

life

will long

persevere and the freedoms which we hold so

DIM

will inevitably

perish

from a selfish point of view, one should support

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD (HUR( H
Doyle M. it eI,b. p••tor
South 18th •nd Glendale Road
10:00 SAM
Sunday School .... .
11:00 am.
orahtp Sets Ice ...
Sunday night
7:30 pm.
7.11)
Met ys'eek Semler
FLINT sAievisi CHURCH
-Ret. Willie Johnson, pester
10:00 Lin
Sunday School
Ke: Miller. Supt.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.n.
Training Union
1:30 p.m
Mike Turner, Director
Evening Worship
7:30 pm
Wed Service
7:00 p.m

crone will set hirn free to live as o child of

nPRING (REZA BAPTIST CIII.RCH
Rey. Jobs Reddiera. pester
Survlay School ....
10:00 tam
Morning Worship
11:00 a.M.
.
Traindi-t l'n
7:00 p.m.
I( iorahip
t
8:00 p.m
k.:‘,,edr.n
P.
Services
7:30 p.m

self and his family

fleyond that, however,

every person should uphold and participate in
itse Church because it tells the truth about
moo s life, death and destiny, the truth which

f
,44

God
s
ke,L41111:
44tW_Mir-4Eirtn:_
0:VAZER.1
-4

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CSURCH
Main at Broach Street
Illsibert glarebell, Vlear
Sort ices Each Sunday at
11 15 a.m
Holy Communion Each Sunday
at 7 30 a.m

Hale Lock Shop and
Office Furniture

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
A Friend

MURRAY CHURCH OF
TYE NAZARENE
South Ilth and Plainview
JRIMeil J. hector. Misister
Ito .10
Sunday School
11:00
bL,M oROYE BA.Fltsf CHLSCIII Morning Worship
cu. A. Farmer, dreier
7:041
E.angeliatic Ser% ice .
ochool
Sow.
10,00 a-zu• Mid -Week l'rayer Service
6:00 P.M.
Loon
700
Wednesday
11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
7'00 g.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
p.m. Max Anderson. Susday

Hazel, Kentucky

vice, Box 213 1
M. Sanders. P
Lynnville, Ky.

p.m

FOR 1

10:00
11:00
6:30
School

a. m
a. m
p. m.
Su pt.

CHESTNUT STREET
TA BERN AC LE
(Pentecostal Church Of God
Of Ameriesi
Cherry & Chestnut
Rey. John W. Do Water, Peeler
10:00 A.M.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
7:30 P.M.
Evening Worship
Wed Prayer Meeting
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
Friday P.Y P A
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
310 Irran Ave.
Rey. Robert Dorontleb
10 A.M.
Sunday School
7 P.M.
Sunday Evening Worship
7 P.M.
Wed Evening Worship

•
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Fine Apparel for Men

Phone 492-8121

NICE SLEEP!?
boys, 1 block fro
53-8425 or 753;

In order t•

Reece's
Stag Shop

Hazel Lumber Company
We Treat You 0 The Year0 "

F fling Cabinets - Desks - Adding Machines
and Typewriters
Five Points
Phone 753-5980

a.m.
a.m.
P.M.

Olt..... BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Bre. L. D. Snows, poster
a.m.
Sunday School
ilgorn1ng Worship
10 :45 am.
rpathltvg Union
1:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7 .00 p.m.

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
It.,. *alert nue*. Pastor
14.1111
a.m
p.m

NEW ANTIQUE
Tuck Trading IN
operated by Ka
tory, Inc. Fain,
merchandise. La
north of Kain '
three miles soul
Dam, on Hwy.
Bob's Smorgasb,
days a week. 1(
intment call I

JETt,

May your New Year be a happy and prosperous
one, and may you find great peace every day
through worship and spiritual blessings each week
through attending church.

MANTIS!
, CIII4PLL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Johnson Easley. Pastor
I 30 111-711
Worghtp Service
10:40
Cisurch School

NOTI

NEWLY OPENE
studio specialist:
and fine porta
pointment call T
223 South 13th

wedn
li
e.iZe.L 10.11 TIS4 CHI..;0114
(.:511a.m.
R. Whichert• ri pastor
Sunday Scnool
R orshla
;
11:00 a.m.
a
eliflm
ing
g Il.,,
,..
,;
.. ii
iii1;
...... II:30 p.m.
7.30 p.m.
p.m.
"IIIPPOTtkilIW0113°
CHURCH OF CISSMIT
J. M. Ceases, eatalMor
Worship.
Sunday morning
11:00 a.m.
Sun tow atoning
8:3u p.m
Blbie Study Clams':
10:00 LAS
Sunday morning
1:00 p.m.
Sunday evening
8:30 p.m
Wednesday evening

A New Year is upon us. What wonderful things this
year can bring. Does the New Year lying before you,
with its promise, fill you with new life and excited
expectations like the new snow mentioned above?

the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-

1963 PLTMOUT
door, blue with
clean. Phone 4

NEW MOD.L CARMEL
MIS,
,IttrAltS 86.1 Tist (1.,ILMCM
gay El
it.iater
Sunuay Suooui .
..
10.00 am.
iVoish.p
.. 11:00
Evening Worship
. .
6:30 p.m.
Weuneeday Youth
„lowehip
7:00 p.m.

Therefore, even

WATMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
III Suet Mulberry Street
II:45 a.m.
.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
...
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship ..
WedneedaY
11:30 pin.
Teacher Training
7:)111ping
Prayer Service
3:00 p.m.
C.E. League

For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Phone 753-1933
Murray, Ky

You can see by the car tracks that people are going
places despite the heavy snows. Others, like you and
me. perhaps, are going places because of it—because
the new fallen snow is beautiful and we want to enjoy it and look at the pictures it makes on the landscape. Also, that frosty. crackly wind that comes
with the first snows blows roses in our cheeks and
new energy and expectations into our hearts. We
can't wait to get out and do things and be with
people.

AUTOMOBILE

ELF,crRoLUX

RENT MURKAV CHURCH
OF cilltisT
South 11th Street
Aude McKee, preacher
Sent-loam
Sunday Bible Study — 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship
10 60 a.m.
Sunday Wurality
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7 00 pm
For
informatFOrt or
transportation
Call 763-3800 or 753-77610
LUX 4.3111:Htli OF JESUP CILEMST
OF LAI-Ian-DAY BAIA To
Mset/Rg hold al the white chapel at
1.th and Syramore Street:
Pt leethou!
ting
w.M.
Sunday I :Lout
10:00 a.m.
Sa.
• ....Lreturg
11:Uu a.m.

OAR GROVE CUYBIRLAND
'
-11111M-111R-11Selli
Sunday School
Morning Woranin

PAOE SEVEN

TEMPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST cm:vacs
A. M. 71021111111.
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.
Preaching.
Ind and 4th Sundays at 0:30 a.m.
Sunday School at alternate times
each Sunday.

Murray, Ky.

In the no

Murray Livestock Company
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.

Robert Young
Wm.

E. Dodson

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Ass'n

Phone 753-5334

Serving Farm Fernlike Since 1936
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924

K. Ellis
J .N.A/. You -ig
Hermon

Aurora. Ky
Phone 474-2228
Open All Year - 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
featuring . .,--.
----Ky. Lake Catfish and Bar-B-Q Ras

Fresh

„I
x_ Cain & Treas Motor Sales
AMERICAN
MOTORS

lit
'
ibassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Qua-My Used Cars
F].1, Point,
.
Phone 753-6448

641 Super Shell

concern. I

Open 8 a.m. - 12 lie p.m.
Free Pickup and Delivery
So 12th St
Ph, 753-9131

our office

Three...ant
tion. We

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Ward & Elkins

Boa ling At Its Best — Fine Food
1415 Math Street

Holiday Restaurant

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street
Phone 753-17E1

Phone 753-2202

Dairy Cheer
("harcoal Hamburgers - Chicken - Pit Rarbeque
Shakes - Splits - Sundaes
Pcsone 753-8062
1206 Chestnut St

Phone 753-261'7

erty.

Building Contractor,

"Where Sales and Service Go Together"
South 12th Street

most type

Edwin Cain

Holcomb Chevrolet, Inc.
sal

S. 4th

Phone 753-1675

Let us az

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.
Mar.e. -5 r reusem
Ind ,.,.. -.a. Trohd

Murray Wholesale

— Sales & service

Grocery Co.

Phone 753-1319

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

A Friend

V.A.. or c

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing and Heating
Commercial and Residential
Repeat & Installation - Gas & Sewer
Phone 753-6168
501 No 4th

Clifford's Gulf Service
A Friend

Sholar's Auto Repair

ei3efk

Complete A u to and Truck Service
209 So. 7th

Nionr. 751 5fil.'

Capri Theatre
Located on Chestnut Street

Geno's Italian Restaurant

Pfschall—Truek Lines

"The Best Italian Food and Pizza Anywhere
Delivery Service - 753-8150
Dixieland Shopping Center - Chestnut fit

Dally Service to Memphis and St Lends

Palace Drive-In
F".re P'OintS

Phone 753-7992

Carroll Tire Service
Your UM -Royal Tire Dear
le
1105 Pogue - ; Blk F. of 8 12th - Phone 753-1486

Phone 753-1717

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.. Int
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Phone 753-4832
Personalised Styling

The Ledger & Times

Antiques - Flags - Weapons
,
Ducieland Center, Chestnut St - Murray,
K)

'

The Charm Beauty Salon
Mae flinch - Owner
• all 753-3582 for YOUT Appointment

Trenholm's Drive-In
!fenny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 62 00 or More
Phone 753-2997
12th At Chestnut

E

Phone 753-1751

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
Used Cars — Minor Repairs
Day 753-5862
Night 75,3-3548

Hendon's Service Station
Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products
Phone 753-1921
No. 4th Street

Shirley Florist
A Friend

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N 4th St
753-32.51

Mrs. Lout

'

Mr. Oynli
Bobs

I Confederate States Antiques

position t

Free Pickup and Delivery
We Give Si&H Green Stamps
Phone 753-9091
Five Points

Boone's Incorporated
lit
The Cleaner That's Interested In You

TV Service

Serving Murray and Calloway County
Since IMO
2-Way Bu.slnes.s Radio In.stailation & Maintenance
.411erotreio Sales and Service
Dixie •- Center, Chestnut St -

753-5191

•

- -•

•

e

Mr. Gary

•
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Beachgoer
Can Choose
Next Summer

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALO
1963 PLYMOUTH Fury, four.
door, blue with white top. Real
clean. Phone 435-5311. D-27-P
NOTICE
NEWLY OPENED in Murray, a
studio specializing in weddings
and fine portraiture. For appointment call TUBB'S STUDIO,
223 South 13th 753 3007.
TFNC
NEW ANTIQUE SHOP! Kain
Tuck Trading Post. Owned and
operated by Kain Tuck Territory, Inc. Fabulous array of
merchandise. Located two miles
north of Kain Tuck Territory,
three miles south of Kentucky
Dam, on Hwy. 641. Next to
Bob's Smorgasbord. Open 7
days a week, 10 to 4. For apintment call 502-5274948.
D-31-C

HELP
WANTED
GIVE PRODUCT DEMON
STRATIONS. Earn up to
$18,000 plus regular cash
bonus. We train. Limited
travel in Murray, Ky. area.
Must work without supervision. Air mail D. T. Dickerson, Press Southwestern Petroleum Corp., Ft. Worth,
Texas 76101.
D-30-C

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

We Have Been
Notified by the
Factory ...

J. AL Nix - Mgr.
"Quality Mobile Homes
at Reasonable Prices"

Coffee leads the list of imported foods in the United
States
• • •
The average life span for
antelope is five to seven years.
• • •
The black-footed ferret is
the rarest animal in North
America.

REAL ISTAT2 FOR SALE

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. HERE'S AN opportunity for a
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176, sales and mechanically-minded
Lynnville, Ky.
Jan.-3&-C person who wants to own and
business.
operate
his own
FOR RENT
Triumph is the motorcycle that
has earned the title of "the
NICE SLEEPING rooms for world's best motorcycle". Their
boys, 1 block from campus. Call reputation for performance, re53-6425 or 753-5962. Jan-15-NC liability and popularity is en5-ROOM unfurnished house, gas vied by other brands. Triumph
heat. 310 N. 5th. Call 753-1767. dealers receive well planned naD-28-C tional advertising support
as well as assistance with local
advertising. For a relatively
small investment, the return
can be big, and personally satisfying. For details, write to
Ed Nemec, Triumph Corp.,
Towson, Baltimore, Maryland.
D-30-C
that due to increase in
living costs, mobile
homes will be increasLOST AND FOUND
ed in price effective
LOST: Liver and White male
January 1, 1969.
Pointer, eight years old with
•
lame left front leg, strayed vicThis does not apply to
inity Blood River area. Reward.
our present stock!
Call Lance Booth, phone 436•
2344 after 6:00 p. m.
D-30-C
Until January 1, 1969,
we will pay $100 on the
SERVICES OFFERED
5% sales tax!

MURRAY MOBILE
HOMES

FRIDAY - DECEMBER 27, 1888

& TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
REPAIRS or REMODELING.
FREE estimates. Call 753-6123
or 435-4651.
Jan.-23-C
NOTICE: We repair all makes,
vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixers, irons, heaters, all small
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
Maple.
Jan.-30-C

May I take this means to express my thanks to
the people of Murray and Calloway County for
their help while I was a partner of Spann and
Wilson Insurance az Real Estate.
Through your efforts this partnership has resulted in much growth during the past two years.
In order to more efficiently serve you, the people,
I will open new Real Estate offices on January
1, 1969, at 518 West Main Street.

In the new offices Real Estate will be our only
concern. For complete real estate needs come by
our office at 518 Main Street or call 753-7724.
Three-salesmen-will-assist me at this new location. We will have additional listings for sale of
most types of commercial and residential property.
'
Let us arrange for your loans, whether F.H.A.,
V.A., or conventional type. We will also be in a
position to handle your rental property needs.

GUY SPANN
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

WITH BEST WISHES for the
New Year-We offer the following specials.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on
wooded lot, 1507 Johnson Blvd.
Central heat and air. Carpeted,
living room with fireplace. Family room, kitchen with builtins; 1% baths, utility, patio
and double carport. This real
good home is available now.
NICE 3-BEDROOM brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. Like new.
Has living room carpeted; large
family room, kitchen, 1Si baths.
Closed in garage, black top
driveway. Two air-conditioners.
Near trading center and located
well for schools.
FIVE ACRES 641 South. Equipped for nursery. Has buildingcombination home and florist
shop. This property offers many
possibilities and owner has it
priced to sell. One-fourth cash
and will carry balance at WA%
interest.
WE HAVE several other homes,
farms, commercial property,
and a well located business for
sale.
FULTON YOUNG, Realty, 4th
& Maple, Murray, Kentucky.
Office phone 753-7333, Home,
Fulton Young, Broker, 753-4946;
R. B. Patterson, Salesman, 4385897.

A person can get poison ivy
by coming into contact with
smoke from burning poison ivy.
•
"

TWO-STORY BRICK, close to
town and university, 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, screened in
porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3493
Jan 41-C
BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick
home. Dining room, family
room, GE kitchen, including disposal and dishwasher. Large lot,
fenced back yard. Upper twenties Call for appointment to see
after 5:00 p. m. and weekends,
753-3123
TFC

3-Occupying a
chair
4-Bind
5-Pronoun
6-Wears away
7-Spiritless
persons
8-Disregard
9-Period of time
10-Rtviar island
11 -Female ruff
17-Cooled lava
19-Note of scale
22-Seed
container
24-Preposition
25-Exact
26-Poker stake
27-Certain
28-Unlock
29-Mountasn pass
30-Weaken
32-Buys hack
33-Cut 01 meat

ACROSS

DOWN
1 -Bard
2 One
09Posed

CROSSWORD

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

2 Male goose

Distr. by United Feature Sirndicate. Inc. 26,

PO* SALO

RUGS a sight? Company coining? Clean them right with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto Store. D-28-C

oii

•

0 0

o
o

00

o

s

O „
0

O 0
o
0
0
00
o

I KNEW IT WOULD HAPPEN
SOONER OR LATER...

0
0

ui

o
0
•tr.k. 0 I.)
0

0

FLUFFY soft and bright is
new. That's what cleaning rugs
will do when you use Blue Lustre! Rent electric shampooer $1.
D-28-C
Tidwell's Paint Store.
ORGANS - BALDWIN Pianos; Guitars; Motorola Quasar color TV; Band instruments;
Stereo consoles, Stereo components; 8 track car or home tape:
8 track tapes; Records; Tape
Recorders, mono or stereo. Lonsrdo Piano Co., "Your comstore"
music
plete
across from post office, Paris,
D-28-C
Ten nessee.

a-y

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

OLIVER 60 Tractor and 12 foot
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00
TFC PEANUTS
Phone 436-5444.

Arkansas,
Only
Georgia.
and
Mississippi
Louisiana,
Texas still forbid the use of
snow tires that contain small
metal stud inserts for increasing the grip, according to the
National Automobile Club.
• • •
Every day at twilight, thousands of bats fly out of the natural opening to Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico.
• • •
The largest state park in
Oregon is Silver Falls State
Park.
• • •
Property damage in motor
vehicle accidents cost Amen cans $3.4 billion during 1967

James Monroe was the first
President who had served as
LC6 ANGELES UPI- The bea- a U.S. Senator.
•
•
•
chgoer can be demure,or daring,
About 75 per cent of crude or both next summer thanks to
Wages lost as a result of
oil obtained in the United California swimwear designers, motor vehicle accidents in 1967
States is transported by pipe- who unveiled their lines Tuesday totaled $6 million, says the Nalines,
at the California Fashion Creat- tional Safety Council.
ors' press week here.
Demure in a delicately pleatAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle ed swimdress, such as Sirenza's
PUZZLE
was
print
that
voile
pastel
sheer
a burst of pleats from an empire
W13
C3U00
ACROSS
3-Conornction
Liam mou QOIA waist.
OM 2000 BOOM
4-Hindu peasant
mono 0033 MOO
AGO 00000300R
1-Time gone by
Daring in a one-piece maillot
5-Got up
000000 MO UGO
OUBMP OMOM
4-Sun god
6-Petty rulers
3000 00000 with bow cutcuts in strategic spo00 20N mon
6-Satiated
7 Simian
00OMM000 co
ts, for instance, Serena's lycra
mu 300 OM
who dies
ocuom um um spandex one-piecer with scoop 11-One
8-Weary
for a cause
9 Babyloman
mo 0100M000 00
BLER°206°000
where
deity
UPO 00G On903 neck and cut out floral motif in 13-Place
ommc OUT 00
bees are kept
10
Runs oft
front.
OV 00130150q0
15-Indefinite
ROCM MOO§
12 Initials of 26th
Or both in a brief Jersey Bikini
article
03000M0O0 eau
President
WITRAREanD by Elizabeth Stewart with match- 16-Male fowl
14-Leaven
anon emu orm
18-Diphthong
17 Transaction
moo MOO 00u
in 19 Note ot scale
RIR WIRM BEd ing navy overtunic trimmed
20-Spoken
orange for the more modest sw- 21 Former Russian 23 Note of scale
as
ruler
24-Coniunction
39 Looked at
51 Mast
immer.
22-Silkworm
44 The caama
36-Greek letter
25 Level
intently
53-Dispatched
Dainty swimdress, body suits, 24-Slave
45 Bacteriologist's
37 Picture-taking
27-Keen
41 Man's name
57-Devoured
wire
device
30 WI* of
43 Meet with
tunics, tank suits, bikinis, and 26-Verve
58 Saint (ebb( I
25-Abstract being
46 Trial
38 Helm
44 Near
Geraint
like
look
suits
that
one
piece
29-Pope's
veil
60-Golf
mound
47 Pigpen
40-Domesticated
32-Vehicles
46 Indefinite
48 Afternoon
41 Man's
two, all had their fans among 31-Heroic event
35 Sent forth
article
62 Note of scale
33-Saint
(abbe
nickname
37-Grain
48 Chemical
64 Artificial
Party
the designers, who turned also 34-Path
49 Male sheep
43 District Attorney
38 Higher
language
compound
to the tennis dress and the swea- 36-Mark left by
(abbr
50 Decay
wound
100
2
3
'.'.':
4
5
y
6
7
8
9
1
ter for inspiration. Both Catali- 38-Above
na and Deweese Designs turned 40-Measure
le
12
1-f
duration of
tennis dresses into swimming
42-Genus of
..18
15
17
,
16
California's
"swCole
of
suits.
heaths
•
•••••
.
.•••
eater girl" suit was a one piece 45-Edible seed
"• ,22 23
19 20 ',.:.:. 21
47-Extremely
cable knit with turtleneck.
•
temble
2
"...:
24
25
2
As for color, black and white, 49-Highlander
x
o'>''''',, 28
50-Writes
either alone or paired, were big; 52-Small
32.,A33
31
birds
29
30 :
...
and there were browns, navys, 54-Printer's
measure
37
•
'
.
35 ;:: 36
i,y,_4•;:,,.. 34
yellows, azures and a fruit bowl
55-Teutonic deity
.. •
.i"'
of other colors - apricot, peach, 56-Mends with
43 44
1
,42
*
*40
38 39 *
scraps
lime, tangerine, lemon, mint and
:..e.
59-Distance
411
ej: 49
45
:47
-46
orange.
measure (abbr
•
Materials included stretch la- 61-Tell
54
51 t:
52
53
OW
50
63-Main
dish
ce, jersey, knits, crepe, sheer 65-Challenged
:•
51 iV59 60
55
--•
56 57
voile, cotton alone or in combin- 66-Football
:'
r.'.../.
position (ebb()
ation with dacron, or simulated 67-Native
64
metal
62
4:63
6t
lizard, alligator or leather.Suits
DOWN
'•67
were trimmed with lace, ruffles,
X.-65 _elfin
Q"
.....
chains and bows.
1 -Wine cup

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1-Dance step
4-Pronoun
I-Approach
12-Number
13-Danish island
14-Great Lake
15-Greek letter
16-Cause to
multiply
1$ Name
20-Transaction
21 Babylonian
deny
22-Footlike part
23-Girl's name
27 Turf
29-Race of lettuce
30-Disdain
31 Above
32 Staff
33-Chapeau
34-Guido's low
note
35-Repulae
37.Headgear
38-Golf mound
39-Wife of Geraint
40-Scottish cap
41-Three-toed
sloth
42-Kind of cheese
44-Apportion
47-Pennants
51-Confederate
general
52-Athletic group
53-God of love
54-Worm
55 Sweet potatoes
56-TropKalfrud
57-Soak

Trucks account for only 16
per cent of all vehicles registered in the United States
• • •
Two vice presidents, George
Clinton and Eldridge Gerry,
died during the administration
of James Madison.

00

0

-o
• 0
O
o
t2-27

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy
OH, OH ---HERE COMES
AUNT
FRITzt

c

COOK I ES

ADDING MACHINES, both electric and manual for sale or
rent. Figure your own income
and
returns. Ledger
tax
D-31-NC
Times Office Supply.

I HAD TO
STACK THE
FURNITURE
50 I COULD

BLACK AND WHITE TV. Will
sell cheap. Phone 753-8005.
D-30-C
4 St 8 TRACK tape player like
new. Black arch top guitar
with a new set of Gibson
J-3-P
strings. Call 753-3416.
-Esse,v

to.
C ,•111

lessse s sars-

u 1 Pa. 00 ._sit
•••••
1.0.0. ST Mike. I or

1)1 t.

7."

HELP WANTED
WANTED: part time office girl.
General office work and sales.
No typing. Reply in writing to
-P. 0. Box 32-L c,o Ledger and
TFC
Times.
WANTED: part-time mechanic
on 6-clinder Chevrolet, straight
transmission. Age 21 to 40. Steady employment, fringe benefits. Write P. 0. Box 32-L c/o
TFC
Ledger and Times.
INDUSTRIAL Produotion workers. Graduate licensed practical nurses. Jobs Unlimited Employment Agency, 1627 Broadway, Paducah, Ky, 442-8161.
D-30-C

Abbie N SlatsYOU WILL KNOCK THREE
TIMES ON HER HIGHNESS DOOR.
WHEN SHE SAVS,"ENTER,'
VOtl DO SO AND STAND AT
ATTENTION. AND,
ABOVE ALL, DO NOT
SPEAK UNTIL SPOKEN
TT), UNDERSTAND ?

CAN'T SAY I DO.
BUT I'LL FOLLOW
ORDERS-UNTIL I THINK
OF SOMETHING BETTER
TO DO.

SHORT ORDER Cook, night
shift. Apply in person only.
Jerry's Restaurant, South 12th.
D-30-C

518 West Main Street

Lil' Abner

Murray, Kentucky
Business Phone

753-7724

Home Phone

753-2587

HELP
WANTED

-- SALESMEN Mrs. Louise Baker

Home Phone 753-2409

Mr. Oynx B. Ray

753-8919

Mr. Gary Young

753-8109

lbc

GOOD MAN OVER 40 FOR
SHORT trips surrounding
Murray, Kentucky. Man we
want is worth up to $16,500
in year, plus regular cash
bonus Air mail B H Dickeram, Pres., Southwestern Petnaleum Corp., Ft. Wont,
D-30-C
Texas 76101.

rANOTI4ER
FLOCK
PASSED UP
TH
GEN'RAL-

by Al Capp
IT'S - GULP,'- MAH
DOO1N TO RSIGN
AS CH IEF
CUSTODIAN .r.rAH'LL TURN IN
MAH MOP-

NO

AMERICAN

EVER TOOK A CENT 0'
GOVAM I NT MONEY
FOUT DOIN'NO
WORK FO'ITT.'-

-

L.

-00114100181811111MMOISIBMIMINiatknewevn—.--
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HIP TO MOON ...In

auts, adding to the dangers
they faced in a fireball return
!through the earth's atmosphere.
Admissions, December 25, VMS (Continued Frans Pees 1)
(Continued From Pape 1)
;The recovery plan called for
Buchanan,
Route
Shirley
Mrs
in satisfactory condition a n d them to be picked up within 45
802
Farley,
Pamela had left her family's 3, Murray, Pete
their ship was "floating quite !minutes.
suburban home in Urbandale Chestnut Street. Murray; Mae nicely," said a spokesman
The Apollo 8 crew was the
at
with her mother and father to ter Barry Sadler, Route 1, the Houston control center, they !first to plunge back into the
the YMCA to watch her 14-year- ...Lynnville: Nolan Adams, 714 would remain in the water until atmosphere without first orbitold brother, Mark, in a wrestl- Olive, Murray; Mrs Rogina Ba- first light.
ing the earth. The spacecraft
ker. 4920 Franklin Road, Nashing match.
Communications with the al- came out of moon orbit WedWhile her parents stayed in ville, Tenn.: Ovie Lee, Route 1, lots were at first obscured by nesday, took direct aim at a
the gymnasium. Pamela slipped Alm): Hurshel Danner, 103 So. static But then Borman's voice 28-mile wide imaginary hoop
off to buy a candy bar She was 10th Street. Murray: Mrs. Reba could be heard as he talked via nearly 250,000 miles away and
Kirk. 603 Main Street. Murray; radio to rescue teams.
never seen alive again.
were still on target early toWilliams escaped July 4 from Miss Patricia Mitchuson, Route
Borman asked the pilot of a day.
• Fulton, Mo., mental hospital 1, Hardin; Master Shane Bran- helicopter hovering over the
The hoop or corridor located
where he was sent after being don. 1300 Peggy Ann Drive, spacecraft if "anyone had seen 400,000 feet above the earth.
charged with raping two small Murray: Ernest Page, Route 1, the spacecraft cm main chute." was the key to safe landing of
Murray; Mrs Bessie Patton,
girls in Kansas City, Mo.
-That was the beginning of a the astronauts.
"If we miss the corridor on
Attorney Henry T McKnight, 1221 Dogwood Drive, Murray; continuous conversation." said
who in two long-distance tele- Lee Caldwell, Route 3. Murray; a Houston control spokesman. the high side and in fact skip
phone conversations persuaded James Marshall. Hazel.
It appears Bornsan is making out, then it's a spacecraft-and
Dismissals
Williams to surrender to Davquite a bit of small talk with crew loss kind of situation,"
U. Gen. Samuel Phillips, head
Mrs Ernestine Garland, 403 the helicopter."
enport, Iowa, police, entered a
plea of innocent. Williams stood South 10th Street. Murray; Mrs
The astronauts were expected of the Apollo program, warned;
during his arraignment with Norma Chester. North 4th St., to remain aboard the Yorktown before the flight.
trip. From left: Frank Borman. James Lovell and William
GREETINGS FROM SPACE The three Apollo 8 astronauts
his eyes glued to a calendar on Murray: Baby girl Chester, No tonight and fly to Hawaii SatCould Se Fatal
-ent hack these photos via television during their Moon
4th Street. Murray.
Anders, taking break from flight tasks to express greetings.
the courtroom wall.
urday. They are due home at
A skip-out would cause the
The cause of the girl's death
Houston early Sunday.
spacecraft to bounce back into
remained undetermined pending
Borman, Lovell and Anders space like a flat rock skipping, cess from the time the crew
Busman's Bouquet
an autopsy. Police Chief Wenbrought back hundreds of pho- on a pond. The crew would run, blasted off from Cape Kennedy
deli Nichols said she may have
tographs that may yield signi- • t f electricityand ox • enI last Saturday.
been slain in the YMCA, and
ST. LOUIS 'UPI — Ernest
ficantly new scientific data to before again approaching earth.; The Saturn 5 booster, pack111111TffTHEATREI
(Continued
From
.
Page
1)
Faquer had noticed some whisthe body removed in a blanket.
million
pounds
of
thrust,
the understanding of the cele7.5
ing
the spacecraft entered too;
U
passengers
pering among
Williams had been seen leav- near Martin. Tenn, Charlie Bar- stial sphere that has awed man
*
Features at
*
steeply "the heating rates would lifted Apollo 8 into an orbit aboard his Si-State Transit
ing the YMCA carrying some ber. as a farmer, bought a farm since his beginning.
in excess of those for which around the earth.
be
Faquer's last
thing in a blanket, but told em- and began to make plans for
Continuous Showing
The mission was a major the spaceraft was designed and
After a second orbit around Co. bus. Then,
- 1 and 7 pan. *
trip before he was officially reployes he was carrying a "man- building a new home. In the boost to the drive to explore
earth,
the
third
stage
of
the
from 1 p.m.
structural
a
would
be
there
passenger
woman
tired,
a
drove
away,
nequin." He then
flu epidemic of 1919 he died the universe and the successful breakup and loss of the space- the rocket was fired for five handed him a large bouquet of
and was not seen until his sur- leaving the house unfinished return placed the United States
craft and crew," Phillips said.• momentus minutes, blasting the flowers purchased with done- sis
render.
and four small children. Mrs. on the threshold of landing men
But two unmanned Apollos astronauts out of the earth's Lions from Faquer's regular
The spot where the body was Barber, with the help of her on the moon as early as next
passengers.
splendor...
already had proved out the clutches.
found was about 21 miles 'best father and other family built spring.
Heads For Moon
spacecraft heat shield with simagnificent
most
lite
of the Interstate 80 rest area the house and still lives there
To get from the moon back to milarly fast re-entries. And the
A little later Apollo 8 seppicture toter!
•
where Pamela's orange *slacks with a married daughter and earth, the astronauts had to
astronauts drew such a careful arated from the third stage of
3 ALliaS.........,........"• w.,,,tus
and bobby socks were found her family.
thread an imaginary "keyhole bead on the Corridor that theyt the rocket and headed for the
f
stuffed in a trash can Christmas
The Herman Barbers remain- in the sky" and then fly a pre- skipped a scheduled mid-course,moon.
day with • blood-stained towel- ed in Martin for a white
cise corridor leading to the adjustment after leaving t h e! Within 24 hours after blastoff
blanket
moving to Fulton. Tenn. At ocean splashdown. If the pilots moon.
I the crew was more than 100,000
miles from earth and speeding
both towns Mr. Barber worked had come back to earth at too
and
mission
control'
Both
crew
491(1 a
T(;.11111
for the Wholesale Groceries He shallow an angle, they would were filled with confidence in so accurately toward the moon
recalls how the groceries were have skipped out into a great the final hours of the earth- that two planned adjustments
11.1G11
LN
VI‘l
SEEN &
in their course were dropped.
delivered by wagon and team. orbit where they would run out ward plunge.
lJSL1EIk)WJtI)
Apollo 8 ran Into its fir*
Flour, sugar, and coffee came of oxygen. If they came in too
"We'll
back
see
you
on
the
(Continued From Page 1)
11.111LIAND
011111de
would
have
been
housedeeply.
they
only major problem —
by the barren and the
good earth real soon," comSTEREO,
N,ON.0 SOUND
An MOM 1.1•—ronmao
MeTAOCOLDA
weighing 12,230 pounds. Apollo wife shopped for a dime's worth killed by excessive gravity for- mander Frank Borman told Sunday when Borman began
8's crew compartment is 12 of product instead of by the c•es or fire.
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